In this paper, palmprint verification and identification with minimum number of features is proposed. The wide principal line extractors (WPLEs) on the region of interest (ROI) are applied to generate wide principal line images (WPLIs). The WPLI is segmented into 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 and the feature value is extracted directly from each segment. Experiments are conducted by using the extracted features. The results show that the equal error rate (EER), decidability index (DI) and correct recognition rate (CRR) of the proposed approach is better than existing methods for PolyUPalmprint Database.
and extracted feature size is 3 × n × m. Xu et al. (2015) used right and left palmprint images for matching, extracted FV size is n × m. Later fusion was performed at decision level. Fei et al. (2016) proposed a discriminative neighbouring direction indicator to extract the features of the palmprint and the extracted FV size is 6 × 64 × 64. Jia et al. (2014) proposed a descriptor of palmprint named histogram of oriented lines (HOL), and extracted FV size is 2 × 128 × 128. Kalluri et al. (2015) proposed wide principal line images (WPLIs), extracted FV size is n × m. Mu et al. (2011) extracted FV size is 6,254. Latha et al. (2017) extracted FV size is 4,096.
Literature survey (Kong and Zhang, 2002; Zhang et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2015; Fei et al., 2016; Jia et al., 2014; Kalluri et al., 2015; Mu et al., 2011; Latha and Prasad, 2017) shows there is a need to extract minimum number of distinguishable features to perform palmprint identification in large datasets. Hence, to extract the minimum number of distinguishable features from palmprints has to be explored. The remaining part of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides ROI Extraction, WPLI and FV generation. Section 3 provides registration, identification and verification. Section 4 discussed about experimental results. Section 5 describes the conclusions.
ROI extraction, WPLI and FV generation
Key points to be identified, to extract translation and rotation invariant ROI. We adopted the key point identification approach proposed by Kalluri et al. (2012) . Based on the key points align the palmprint, later extract the fixed size (128 × 128) ROI. Sample palmprint and extracted ROI are shown in Figure 1 . 
WPLI extraction
To generate WPLI adopted the WPLI extraction approach proposed by Kalluri et al. (2015) . The step by step procedure to extract WPLI is as follows: apply the wide principal line extractors (WPLEs) on ROI to obtain energy_image. Apply the threshold on energy_image to obtain lines_image. Apply the morphological skeleton operation on lines_image to generate thinned lines image named as skeleton_image. Apply the connected components operation on skeleton_image. The obtained connected components below the threshold are labelled as noise pixels. Discard the noise pixels. The obtained image is named as a thin_line_image. Apply the morphological dilate operation on thin_line_image with the structuring element which is square type of size 3, then the obtained image is named as thick_line_image. Apply the logical and operation between lines_image and thick_line_image. The obtained image is named as WPLI. Sample ROIs and it's related WPLIs are shown in Figure 2 . 
Feature extraction
WPLI is segmented into non-overlapping segments of 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 using sliding window protocol. To generate n × n segments, the window size is taken as n × n. Initially, it is positioned at the top of the left corner of the WPLI. Later, window is moved every time 'n' number of pixels left to right after that 'n' number of pixels top to bottom. If the generated segment size is less than the required size, then discard that segment. The number of n × n segments are generated from u × v ROI using equation (1), where u and v represent the number of pixels along x and y-axis respectively. u v number of n n segments n n
The above approach is applied to generate the segments of size 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 and 16 × 16. The FV size (number of segments generated) from 128 × 128 ROI are given in Table 1 . For every segment, at least one pixel is wide principle line pixel then feature of the segment is considered as 1 otherwise feature of the segment is considered as 0. 
Registration, identification and verification
The registration consists of ROI extraction, WPLI generation, FV generation and FV storing in the database. The schematic diagram for registration is depicted in Figure 3 .
Dissimilarity measures
The dissimilarity between the testing and the training image has been calculated by using hamming distance (HD) (2). Where A i and B i are the i th features of the testing image and training image respectively, n f is the FV size and ⊕ is an exclusive operator.
Palmprint identification
Extract the ROI from the query palmprint image. Apply the WPLEs on the extracted ROI to generate the query WPLI. Generate the FV from the query WPLI. Using the FV identify the query palmprint. The detailed procedure to perform palmprint identification is explained in the following subsections. The block diagram for palmprint identification is depicted in Figure 4 . 
Algorithm for palmprint identification
The algorithm takes query palmprint and feature database as an input and it returns the ID of the query palmprint if it is possible to identify otherwise declare the query palmprint is not registered.
Algorithm:
Step 1 Extract ROI from the query palmprint. Later apply WPLI Extractors on the obtained ROI to generate WPLI image.
Step 2 Generate FV from query WPLI.
Step 3 Evaluate the HDs using equation (2) between FV and feature database and palm wise determine the minimum HD.
Step 4 Afirm the lowest HD palm is the identified palm if the lowest value of minimum HDs < threshold otherwise declare query palmprint is not registered.
Experimental results
Experiments were conducted on the PolyUPalmprint Database, to verify the efficiency of the proposed approach.
Datasets for experiments
The datasets used by the previous researchers are considered here to compare the performance of the proposed approach. These datasets are given below:
Dataset 1 The first two palmprint images in the first session and first palmprint image in the second session of every palm were considered as the training palmprint images. All the palmprint images of all the palm were considered as the testing palmprint images. 
Experimental analysis
The following experiments are conducted to verify the proposed approach. 
Experiment on dataset 3
For every WPLI is segmented into 2 × 2 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 98.87 (i.e., 1,937 palmprint images are correctly identified). For every WPLI is segmented into 4 × 4 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 99.54 (i.e., 1950 palmprint images are correctly identified). For every WPLI is segmented into 8 × 8 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 98.52 (i.e., 1,930 palmprint images are correctly identified). For every WPLI is segmented into 16 × 16 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 38.69 (i.e., 758 palmprint images are correctly identified). Experimental results shows that, FV generated using 4 × 4 segments obtained better results compared with other FVs and Xuan et al. (2012 Xuan et al. ( , 2013 .
Experiment on dataset 4
For every WPLI is segmented into 2 × 2 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 95.19 (i.e., 7,011 palmprint images are correctly identified). For every WPLI is segmented into 4 × 4 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 97.04 (i.e., 7,147 palmprint images are correctly identified). For every WPLI is segmented into 8 × 8 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 93.49 (i.e., 6,886 palmprint images are correctly identified). For every WPLI is segmented into 16 × 16 and extracted FV, obtained CRR is 27.04 (i.e., 1,992 palmprint images are correctly identified). Experimental results shows that, FV generated using 4 × 4 segments obtained better results compared with other FVs and Fei et al. (2016) . 
Experiments to DI and EER
Experiments were conducted to measure the DI and EER on the four datasets and the results are reported in Table 3 . To calculate false rejection rate (FRR), every palmprint image is compared with the same palm data base images and consider the largest similarity score is consider the matching score. To calculate false acceptance rate (FAR) every palmprint image is matched with the other palm data base images and consider the largest similarity score on every palm consider the imposter matching scores. The number of FRR and FAR matches on dataset 1 are 7,752 and 298,4135 respectively. The number of FRR and FAR matches on dataset 2 are 2,731 and 105,1435 respectively. The number of FRR and FAR matches on dataset 3 are 1,959 and 754,215 respectively. For dataset 4, to calculate the FRR matching score every palmprint image is matched with the remaining palmprint images of the same palm and the number of genuine matches are 74,049. To calculate the FAR matching scores, every palmprint image is matched with the remaining palms palmprint images, and the number of FAR matches are 29961076. The FAR-FRR diagrams for datasets 1 to 4 are depicted in Figure 5 . Distribution of FAR and FRR matching scores obtained by using the proposed method on datasets 1 to 4 using 2 × 2, 4 × 4, 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 segments are depicted in Figure 6 . Experimentally identified, using 4 × 4 segments obtained minimum EER and maximum DI on the four datasets.
Conclusions
In this paper, palmprint verification and identification based on minimal set of distinguishable features is presented. The WPLI images are segmented into non-overlapping segments. From each segment, extract the feature value. From the experimental outcomes on verification understood that the segment size 4 × 4 produce good results in terms of EER compared to previously reported works (Latha and Prasad, 2017; Mansoor et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2016) . From these experimental outcomes, it can also concluded that the proposed approach using minimal number of features (4 × 4 segments) achieves better performance in terms of the CRR when compared with previously reported works (Fei et al., 2016; Mansoor et al., 2011; Xuan et al., 2012 Xuan et al., , 2013 .
